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Welcome to Stone World’s and  
TILE Magazine’s Buyers Guide ebook

As the go-to sources for information in the stone and tile industries, we continually 
strive to make it easy for you to connect to suppliers and services that help your business 
improve and grow. We created this new combined ebook version of the Stone Guide and 
Tile Gold Book to give you a one-stop source of information to help your business. At 
the same time, we have streamlined our approach to mesh with today’s digital on-the-
go reality and “need it now” mentality. While the format may have changed, the reliable 
content that you expect from Stone World and TILE continues as we provide the most up-
to-date information available.

We have organized this ebook and our online buyers guides with the following sections:

• Fabricating Tooling & Supplies 
• Fabricating Equipment
• Stone Materials & Products
• Stone Supplier
• Tile Products & Installation

In today’s challenging times, the landscape of our industries can change fast. This 
comprehensive resource is here to serve you 24/7. It will save you and your company time 
and money all while keeping you current with the latest supplier information available. 
We actively work with each industries’ top suppliers to keep their information current so 
researching and connecting with them is a simple and straightforward process.

Thank you for the hard work that you do. It is our hope that this information that follows 
will make your job easier and make your buying process more efficient and productive.

And thank you to all our partners who have helped us become “the source” connecting 
suppliers to end users.
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Tooling and accessories, such as vacuum pods, drill bits and blades, are key components in 
the fabrication process. Digital templating systems offer accuracy and efficiency when measuring 
for kitchen countertops and bathroom vanities, and many fabricators are offering sinks to their 
customers for a one-stop shopping experience.

CLICK HERE FOR A COMPLETE LIST OF
FABRICATING TOOLING & SUPPLIES

Photo by Luca Morandini Fotografo
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FABRICATING TOOLING & SUPPLIES

GranQuartz is a renowned leader and the largest distributor 
of stone fabrication tools, equipment, and supplies in the United 
States. Since 1971, GranQuartz has provided an unbeatable 
selection of high-quality granite and stone fabrication tools and 
accessories to meet the needs of the modern stone worker. 
Additionally, GranQuartz offers a wide selection of concrete 
polishing and floor cutting equipment, as well as a wide selection 
of tile and glass tooling equipment and monument supplies. For 
50 years, GranQuartz has been a trusted and well-established 
partner that customers can rely on to do whatever it takes to 
help ensure the success of their business.  

As an industry leader, GranQuartz is committed to sourcing, 
developing, and distributing the most innovative, cost-effective 
tools from the world’s leading and most trusted brands. 
GranQuartz partners with top manufacturers to maintain an 
unparalleled sourcing pipeline and is an exclusive provider of 
Manzelli, Gorilla Grip, Zoller, Nitro One Shot, and ADI. Through 
research, testing and development, the manufacturing process 
continues to evolve, providing customers with the best tooling 
on the market. In addition, GranQuartz has a broad selection 
of exclusive proprietary brands, including Diarex™ Pro Series™, 
Diarex™ Assassin™, Diarex™ Legend™, and Recon™. 

GranQuartz has shipping and retail locations across 
the United States and experienced sales and technical 

support professionals to serve every individual. They provide 
technical skills to meet the needs of customers and to resolve 
their business challenges quickly. The GranQuartz team of 
knowledgeable associates genuinely cares about finding 
solutions that will increase the value of fabrication work. 
Furthermore, GranQuartz operates the largest fleet of mobile 
sales vehicles in the stone industry, bringing customers the 
products they need when they need them. GranQuartz takes 
pride in understanding the importance of excellent service and 
on-time delivery, realizing that success depends on having 
quality products to complete jobs on schedule. 

Visit www.GranQuartz.com to search the entire product 
line-up and to learn more about company resources.
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FABRICATING TOOLING & SUPPLIES

30 YEARS OF
EXCELLENCE

CLICK HERE FOR WINTER SALE

Check Out Our
Extensive Stock Of Inventory From Your Favorite Brands

The Industry Standard
stoneboss.com
(888) 868-BOSS  30 YEARS OF EXCELLENCE30th

Stone Boss Industries was founded in 1991, supplying top quality 
products at competitive pricing. Since our inception, a special 
emphasis was made on customer service, before, during and after 
the sale coupled with our unique truck route sales system.

Stone Boss Industries maintains a very large inventory and 
carries a complete line of diamond tools and abrasives for your 
cutting and grinding needs. Setting materials, adhesives and 
fastening systems are available for even the most demanding 
tasks.  Silicon carbide bonded and coated abrasives for a 
variety of sanding needs is in stock and available. We distribute 
stone care systems specifically formulated for the step by step 
maintenance of all mineral surfaces.

Stone Boss’ knowledgeable, hands-on sales staff enables 
us to provide detailed technical assistance on all facets of stone 
working. We have innovative products and services geared 
specifically for you, the stone working professional. We are firm in 
our commitment to supply the finest products for stone working.

We would like to thank all of our existing customers for their 
loyalty and support over the years. We would also like to welcome 
new customers and look forward to a long and prosperous future 
together. We hope that stone continues to be the first choice as 
nature’s most beautiful and unique building material.
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30 YEARS OF EXCELLENCE
Check Out Our Extensive Stock Of Inventory From Your Favorite Brands

CLICK HERE FOR WINTER SALE

stoneboss.com
(888) 868-BOSS  30 YEARS OF EXCELLENCE30th
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FABRICATING TOOLING & SUPPLIES

Laser Products Industries (LPI) celebrates more than 25 
years of innovative digital measuring solutions for companies in 
stone and various other industries. Led by its popular LT-2D3D 
Laser Templator digital templating system, LPI has sold more 
than 6,000 systems throughout the world that have helped 
thousands of companies increase their productivity. 

The LT-2D3D can help you complete more jobs per day 
with greater accuracy and efficiency than ever before. Setup 
only takes a few minutes – no need to clear or remove existing 
countertops – just point and click! The LT-2D3D is designed 
to rotate virtually 360° for optimal coverage and accuracy. 
Our software is designed to be extremely intuitive – CAD 
experience is NOT required! Simply add in features, such as 
sinks and backsplashes, with a click of a button. Send photos, 
estimates and even CNC-ready files directly from the jobsite!

The transition to going digital doesn’t have to be a daunting 
move, from both a learning and financial perspective. The same 
fundamentals and experience from manual templating still 
apply with digital, just executed in a different and more efficient 
way allowing you to complete more jobs per week or even 
expand your services. This increased revenue and operational 
cost savings provide a quick return on investment. Coupled 
with flexible financing options, the investment becomes 
affordable and less intimidating.

Today, the LT-2D3D continues to be the market leader in 
digital templating systems with more than 3,000 customers 
worldwide, including 13 of the last 16 Stone World Fabricators 
of the Year. LPI takes pride in being an American manufacturer 
and taking care of its #LPIfamily domestically and 
internationally. Our company consists of multiple generations of 
families, military veterans, and team members who have been 
here for more than a decade. We have aimed to provide quality 
products and extraordinary customer service for the past 25 
years and look to continue this excellence for another 25 years 
and beyond.
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Leader in Digital Fabrication Solutions

LASERPRODUCTSUS.COM
877-679-1300

13 out of the last 16 Fabricators  
of the Year use our system

Lowest 5-year cost of ownership

User-friendly software requires 
no CAD experience 

Online & onsite training included

Comprehensive warranty coverage 

Overnight loaner program

#GoDigital

Two licenses of the user-friendly and 
robust LT software included for work  
in the field and shop.

Switch between 17 different languages 
in the software to accommodate diverse 
workforces.

Tablet, tripod, accessories and hardshell 
roller case included to start templating 
right away.

Precise laser measuring hardware with  
50+ hour battery life. No need for  
additional battery packs or power cords.

Online AND onsite training included  
with each system.

Comprehensive warranty program 
designed to provide coverage from  
workmanship defects AND accidental 
damage for 5 years.

The Complete Package

Market Leader
6,000+ systems sold worldwide.

Jobs from our LPI Family
www.laserproductsus.com/projects

Made in the USA
American-pride. American-made.

https://www.laserproductsus.com/lt-2d3d-sw-mustsee


FABRICATING TOOLING & SUPPLIES

AmeriSink, Inc. is a leading stainless steel sink manufacturer 
since 2003, which specializes in 16G & 18G cUPC certified 
kitchen and bathroom sinks for residential and commercial 
applications. We provide unique, high-quality designs 
stainless steel, porcelain and granite composite sinks at an 
affordable price. And we have reliable supply chains and 
same day shipping service, throughout several warehouses 
across the country. Whether you are creating a traditional or 
contemporary feel in be to your kitchen or bathroom, we have 
the style you desire. 

At AmeriSink, our mission is to bring value to our customers 
and provide them with well-made products, and it has been 
the foundation for our company’s success. Let us give you the 
personal and professional service you deserve. We encourage 
you to experience the AmeriSink difference.

AmeriSink, Inc.
www.amerisink.com
877-500-7465
info@amerisink.com

Value for Life

877-500-7465
WWW.AMERISINK.COM
INFO@AMERISINK.COM

AmeriSink
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FABRICATING TOOLING & SUPPLIES

ZENESIS™ is an advanced technology that delivers dramatic 
improvement in diamond tool performance through the custom 
designed diamond patterns specific to each application.

HYBRID LAYERING PERFORMANCE RUNS DEEP
By combining layering techniques with extraordinary degree 

of precision, we ensure that our high-quality diamonds will 
always be evenly exposed throughout the segment to allow 
faster cutting and efficient debris removal. And we’ve rigorously 
exacted our manufacturing processes to ensure a perfect 
pattern – cut after cut. For our most innovative blade offering, 
ZENESIS™ takes this process one step further by optimizing the 
distribution and concentration of diamonds on the segments 
to deliver raw cutting power where it is needed most. Greater 
performance is delivered as this strategic placement of 
diamonds virtually removes all cutting inefficiencies.

ZENESIS™  PATTERN TECHNOLOGY:
FROM THE COMPANY THAT STARTED A REVOLUTION

Simple patterning is not enough. Patterning technology 
has been around since the 1960’s; however, the performance 
achieved through the even distribution of the diamond 
grit did not justify the added complexity in manufacturing. 
Through years of intensive research and development, 

our engineers at ZENESIS™ have refined our proprietary 
patterned diamond technology to achieve maximum 
cutting performance without sacrificing life or quality of the 
cut. Our pattern exposes the ideal number of the highest 
quality diamonds throughout the life of the tool, providing 
consistent performance from start to finish.

• Speed: Up to 70% faster cutting speed*
• Life: Up to 70% longer tool life*

Conventional Diamond Tools
• Diamonds are randomly distributed.
• Random distribution results in inconsistent  

tool performance.
• Trade-off results between cutting speed and tool life.

Simple Arrangement of Diamonds
• Elimination of random distribution provides only  

marginal improvement in performance consistency.
• Does not justify the increase in manufacturing 

complexity

ZENESIS™  Technology: Evolution of a Revolution
• Hybrid layering provides maximum diamond  

exposure for enhanced performance
• Up to 70% faster cutting speed
• Up to 70% longer life
• Cost-effective mass production

LARGE GRIT

faster cutting, shorter life

SMALL GRIT

slower cutting, longer life

SMALL GRIT

faster cutting & longer life

upgraded
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FABRICATING TOOLING & SUPPLIES

BVC Group, Inc. (Better Vacuum Cups). With over 15 years’ 
experience in vacuum cup technology, as well as family in the 
woodworking machinery business dating back to the 1960’s, 
BVC has become the leader in aftermarket vacuum cups 
for the CNC wood routers. The game changing SS series 
of vacuum cups for the stone and glass industry is quickly 
becoming a strong force in the stone fabricator industry. We 
have been trusted by machine manufacturers, distributors and 
end users for more than a decade. BVC’s growth is continuous 
and the development of new products has never stopped 
since inception. With over 4,000 customers around the globe, 
BVC strives for customer satisfaction while standing by each 
product that goes through the door. Depending on your needs, 
it is likely the BVC products will last twice as long, hold material 
better and at the same time easier on your company’s bottom 
line. Change your game today. 

BVC Group, Inc. 
13841 Roswell Avenue Suite K
Chino CA 91710
877-379-9909
www.BVCGroupinc.com
Sales@BVCgroupinc.com
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When it comes to cutting stone and quartz surfacing, there are many options for fabricators to 
turn to for their production needs. From CNC stone cutting machines to sawjets and line polishers, 
manufacturers continually introduce updates in technology to assist in production. Block saws and 
wire saws are also available for cutting large three-dimensional pieces, and water recycling and air 
filtration systems help to keep a safe working environment.

CLICK HERE FOR A COMPLETE LIST OF
FABRICATING EQUIPMENT
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FABRICATING EQUIPMENT

Water Treatment Solutions designed its first system, 
exclusively for the Stone Fabricator, in 1996 and 25 years 
later we continue to lead the industry with the most effective 
and economical 100% closed loop water recycling system, 
for our industry. We are the only system that produces, 
CHEMICAL FREE, crystal clear water safe for all your 
equipment and less than 25 micron gray water, filtered 
through our patented GrayTech. 

Water Treatment Solutions provides systems for shops that 
fabricate from 1 to over 100 kitchens a day while providing the 
industry’s best customer service to all! All our systems enable 
you to turn your sediment into dry manageable cakes, that are 
easily disposed of and which assist in reducing air born silica.  

Be sure to inquire about upgrades or expansion options to 
existing systems.  

Water Treatment Solutions
6 Merrill Industrial Drive
Hampton, NH  03842
603-758-1900
866-0678-2109
www.watertreatmentonline.com
info@watertreatmentonline.com

CHEMICAL-FREE
RECYCLED WATER THAT IS SAFE FOR 

EMPLOYEES & EQUIPMENT

• CRYSTAL CLEAR WATER & Less than 2 micron
• GRAY WATER & Less than 25 micron
• CHEMICAL FREE!

• BEST CUSTOMER SERVICE in the Industry
• MANUAL or AUTOMATED Systems
• 30 MINUTE Cleaning Cycles
• MINIMIZES Crystaline Silica Levels

100% CLOSED-LOOP SYSTEMS

Call today to see how we can help!    603.758.1900    watertreatmentonline.com
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FABRICATING EQUIPMENT

Wilson Industrial Electric, Inc. is known for industrial 
automation for the stone industry.  With a complete line of

• Blade Saws • Wire Saws
• Cut Off Saws • Rip Saws
• Polishers • Conveyor Lines
• Turntables 
We are sure to fulfill all your stone needs. Wilson Industrial 

Electric manufactures all equipment here in the United States. 
Located in Elberton, Georgia, Wilson Industrial Electric offers a 
full line of parts for all your industrial needs, with our in-house 
sheet metal fabrication and machine shop we’re sure to supply 
our customers Quality and Durability. We hold onto these 
values combined with proven technologies and listening to 
our customer’s needs, to produce one of the most long lasting, 
reliable, and productive saws in the world today. Thank you 
for your continued support of our family owned and operated 
business for the last 39 years.

Wilson Industrial Electric, Inc.
1124 Willie Black Road
Elberton, Georgia 30635
706.213.6725
www.wilsonsaws.com
wilsonsaws.wie@outlook.com
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FABRICATING EQUIPMENT

CMS NORTH AMERICA
CMS Stone Technology develops avant-garde solutions for the 

working of marble, natural stones, and composite stones. A reliable 
technological partner in designing unique solutions, for any need, in 
the world of building, architecture, interior and exterior decoration, 
and wherever the use of stone and marble products is required.

THE BREMBANA KOSMOS JET
5 AXES MONOLITHIC SAW JET MACHINE 

A new generation of 5-axes bridge saw entirely managed 
with Numeric Control. Compact and easy to install, it does 
not require any kind of base so it can be re-located almost 
immediately. The machine is fitted with an abrasive waterjet 
cutting head which, by working in combination with the 
diamond blade, means natural stone and composite slab 
cutting can be automated when there are interferent cuts and 
internal angles. The machine is designed for all laboratories 
that cut natural stone, composite, and ceramic slabs. The 
machine’s weight, which can be as much as 16,000 lbs, 
guarantees a perfect rigidity when producing:

• kitchen top  • vanity tops 
• flooring  • street furniture
• wall panels (internal and external) 
• doorsteps, staircases and window sills 

KEY BUYER BENEFITS 
+ No workability problem due to the most extensive working 

table in its category: 157 in x 93 in 
+ Complete protection against rust: the structure is 

manufactured in hot galvanised steel, while the work tank is 
in stainless steel 

+ Installation dimensions are the smallest in this category: the 
machine takes up just 393 ft2 

+ Slab loading operations made easier thanks to the tilting 
table with an off-the-ground height of just 15 in

A local distribution presence around the globe means 
we can stay close to our customers, guaranteeing highly 
specialized technicians who can consistently provide a fast, 
professional response. As our products evolve to stay ahead 
of the competition, so does our service staff. Because of this, 
our customer service and products have become the industry’s 
standard for excellence. CMS provides efficent, reliable, 
proactive and reactive solutions to your problems. Not only 
to reduce a machine’s downtime, but also because effective, 
innovative solutions create added value and protect the 
customer’s investment.

(616) 698 – 9970
cmssales@cmsna.com
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application
fields

CMS Stone Technology has always been a reliable technological partner in designing unique solutions, for any need, in the world of building, 
architecture, interior and exterior decoration, and wherever the use of stone and marble products is required.

4095 Karona Court  SE Caledonia, MI 49316          www.cmsna.com          616. 698. 9970

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bLcu0Sdg-oc


FABRICATING EQUIPMENT

Vytek has been designing, building, and selling laser 
technology for over 30 years. Founded in 1989 by Dirk 
Burrowes, and headquartered in Fitchburg, Massachusetts, 
Vytek’s roots are grounded in innovation, hard work and 
reliability. Starting with only a small job shop, Burrowes soon 
expanded into production to keep up with demand.

In the early 90s, Vytek began its laser development with 
the M-Series and expanded to include a wide range of CO2 
products, and later, fiber lasers with a series of automated OEM 
solutions. With its complete line of laser-based cutting, welding, 
and engraving equipment, Vytek sets the industry standard for 
performance and ROI. 

Perhaps it’s Vytek’s in-house software development or 
willingness to custom design products to meet client needs, 
regardless, Vytek continues to be a key player in laser system 
solutions for a broad spectrum of global industrial markets. 
Vytek has sold more than 2500 systems in 47+ countries.

978.342.9800 |  w w w.v ytek .com

Where Technology 
            Meets

LASER      CUTTING AND ENGRAVING
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www.stoneworld.com/stoneguideSTONE MATERIALS & PRODUCTS

Whether seeking an exotic material for a luxurious residential or upscale hospitality application 
or an aesthetically pleasing, yet durable, stone for a busy household, there is a seemingly endless 
supply of stone materials and products available. Among the selections are granite, marble, 
limestone, slate, bluestone, quartzite, sandstone and flagstone. These stone varieties are being used 
for both indoor and outdoor design elements. Moreover, pre-fabricated products such as fireplace 
surrounds and vessel sinks are also available to enhance a design.

CLICK HERE FOR A COMPLETE LIST OF
STONE MATERIALS & PRODUCTS
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www.stoneworld.com/stoneguideSTONE SUPPLIERS

Stone material in all varieties is being extracted from quarries worldwide. There are large stone 
producer groups who own quarries in multiple countries, while there are also still smaller family 
owned operations. Regardless the size of the company or quarry, tremendous care and planning is 
being taken by stone suppliers to produce stone material for its customers, whether big or small.

CLICK HERE FOR A COMPLETE LIST OF
STONE SUPPLIERS
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www.tile-magazine.com/goldbookTILE PRODUCTS & INSTALLATION

From porcelain to ceramic, and even glass mosaics, tile is available in all formats nowadays. 
Inspired by natural materials such as wood, concrete, cement, stone and terracotta, there are 
endless design possibilities for these products. Tiles also come in a variety of sizes, from 4- x 12-inch 
sheets to 6- x 12-foot panels, which are applicable on floors, walls and even ceilings, both indoors 
and outdoors, in residential and commercial environments. A wide range of adhesives and tile-
setting materials, including mortars and grouts, that assist in the application of all types of tiles are 
also readily available for every professional’s needs.

Photo courtesy of MAPEI

CLICK HERE FOR A COMPLETE LIST OF
TILE PRODUCTS & INSTALLATION
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TILE PRODUCTS & INSTALLATION

The New All-In-One PLS™ Pearl Leveling System is a system 
of interlocking clips and re-usable wedges made to ensure floors 
will be perfectly level from one tile to the next. This all-in-one 
lippage control and spacer system levels tiles and creates grout 
joints, making setting tiles easy and profitable. 

Designed to speed up installation time, the PLS™ requires 
minimal effort to set up. Its multi-polymer plastic provides 
greater tensile strength while remaining flexible enough to 
avoid breakage failures during installation. Its easy identifiable 
color-coded leveling clips create consistent grout sizes of 1/32”, 
1/16”, 1/8” and 3/16”.

In addition, removal is easy and very clean. Ridges on the 
base create break lines under tile, ensuring no plastic parts 
remain in grout joints. 

To learn more, please visit: www.pearlabrasive.com or call: 
800-969-5561

WWW.PEARLABRASIVE.COM
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From cutting and grinding to surface prep,  
WE HAVE EVERYTHING YOU NEED!
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